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A B S T R A C T   

A robust trifunctional electrocatalyst based on N-doped graphitic carbon nanosheets encapsulated with CoFe 
alloy nanocrystals (CoFe@NC/NCHNSs) is synthesized, which exhibits a positive half-wave potential (E1/2) of 
0.92 V for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), and low overpotentials of 285 mV and 120 mV at 10 mA cm− 2 for 
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), respectively. The superior trifunctional 
electrocatalytic performance can be accredited to the synergetic effect of the rich CoFe alloy sites and the high- 
content doping of graphitic N, as evidenced with theoretical calculations and experimental results. The intro-
duction of Co and Fe species in the synthesis of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs catalyst plays the important roles of both 
anchoring N in the carbon matrix and generating graphitic N species, which critically promote the formation of 
high-content graphitic-N and therefore further boost the electrocatalytic activity. Impressively, with the as- 
prepared trifunctional catalyst, the assembled liquid Zn-air batteries and water electrolyzers exhibit excellent 
catalytic activity and durability, and the solid-state Zn-air batteries show a high-power density up to 125 mW 
cm− 2, demonstrating a great potential of this kind of devices for practical applications.   

1. Introduction 

Renewable and green energy conversion and storage systems, such as 
fuel cells [1,2], metal-air batteries [3–5] and water electrolyzers [6,7], 
hold great prospect for addressing the continuously increasing global 
energy and environmental challenges. However, their energy conver-
sion efficiency and energy utilization are primarily restrained by the 
sluggish kinetics of electrochemical processes, including oxygen reduc-
tion reaction (ORR), oxygen evolution reaction (OER), and hydrogen 
evolution reaction (HER) [8,9]. Therefore, efficient catalysts are reined 
to lower the reaction energy barrier and overcome the large over-
potential of these reactions. Noble metal-based catalysts (e.g., Pt, RuO2, 
IrO2) are known as the preeminent catalysts for ORR, HER and OER; 
unfortunately, their high prices, scarcity and the inferior multi-
functionality have terribly impeded these renewable energy 

technologies from large-scale commercial applications [10–12]. 
Along with the development of noble metal electrocatalysts, transi-

tion metals (Fe, Co, Ni) and their alloys have been widely assessed as the 
candidates for ORR, OER and HER [13,14]. Of particular interest, 
bimetallic alloys, such as FeCo, NiCo, and so on, have been reported as 
advanced bifunctional/trifunctional catalysts, which exhibited extraor-
dinary activity in rechargeable Zn-air batteries and water splitting 
[15–18]. The integrate multifunctionalities can be attributed to the 
synergistic interactions between the individual metals, which optimize 
the adsorption energies toward enhanced catalytic activity [19,20]. 
Although excellent activity has been achieved, directly depositing 
bimetallic alloy nanoparticles on a carbon matrix often leads to the 
degradation and aggregation of metals, and therefore electrocatalytic 
stability of bimetallic catalysts in basic/acidic electrolyte is still a critical 
issue [21]. The strategy of N-doped carbon shell coating is effective to 
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simultaneously improve the durability and activity of the bimetallic 
catalysts [22,23]. With proper high-temperature treatment, metal 
organic frameworks (MOFs) can be in-situ controllably transformed into 
N-doped carbon-coated metal/alloy particles [14,24]. In such hybrid 
architecture, the N-doped carbon shells are believed to not only isolate 
alloy nanoparticles from each other, but also protect alloy nanoparticles 
from acid/alkaline corrosion, resulting in a prolonged life span [25–27]. 
Besides, the introduction of N into carbon layers can make the adjacent 
carbon atoms electron-deficient and decrease the gap between the 
conduction band and Fermi level, resulting in a higher charge mobility 
[28]. In addition, N doping can cardinally ameliorate the electronic 
affinity and wettability of catalysts, which leads to an enhancement in 
electrocatalytic performance [29]. Moreover, the remarkable catalytic 
activity of such core-shell structure for ORR, OER and HER arises from 
the synergetic effects between the N-doped carbon shells and the alloy 
cores, which alter the local electronic structures and modify the 
adsorption energies of reaction intermediates on catalysts [19]. Never-
theless, the mass loading in the well-dispersed N-doped carbon-coated 
metal/alloy catalysts is usually relatively low. While a high loading of 
active component is essential for achieving high power density. Hence, it 
is critical to develop a feasible approach to construct high-performance 
bimetallic alloy encapsulated in N-doped carbon (bimetallic alloy@NC) 
catalysts with high-density active sites. 

There has been general agreement that N mainly form three different 
species (graphitic N, pyridinic N, and pyrrolic N) when doped into the 
carbon matrix, and disparate types of N dopants present different elec-
trocatalytic activity [14,30–32]. However, up to now, the profound 
comprehending of the interaction of bimetallic alloys and the different N 
dopants toward ORR, OER and HER in such a complex trifunctional 
bimetallic alloy@NC system remains veiled in many aspects such as how 
N dopants affect the trifunctional performance, how bimetal influence N 
doping, and whether bimetallic alloy activates the N-C framework or 
directly participates in the catalytic processes. Therefore, it is momen-
tous to elucidate the catalytic mechanism of bimetallic alloy@NC elec-
trocatalyst and establish a rational design principle to advanced 
trifunctional catalysts toward Zn-air batteries and water splitting. 

Herein, a brisk and stable trifunctional electrocatalyst for ORR, OER 
and HER based on N-doped graphitic carbon hybrid nanosheets encap-
sulated with CoFe alloy nanocrystals (CoFe@NC/NCHNSs) was fabri-
cated by a facile one-step pyrolysis of CoFe-metal organic framework 
(CoFe-MOF) on C3N4 nanosheets. In this strategy, 2‚2′-bipyridy-5‚5′- 
dicarboxylic acid (H2bpydc) with abundant functional groups as linkers 
was used as the organic ligand to help anchor CoFe alloy onto the carbon 
matrix, and provide an ideal precursor for the fabrication of highly N- 
doped carbon to protect the alloy from erosion and loss. C3N4 nano-
sheets could act as the sacrificial templates and nitrogen sources to 
further converted into N-doped graphitic carbon nanosheets, which are 
beneficial for controlling the sizes and preventing the agglomeration of 
alloy particles. The as-prepared catalyst evinces a positive half-wave 
potential (E1/2) of 0.92 V for ORR, and low overpotentials of 285 mV 
and 120 mV at 10 mA cm− 2 for OER and HER, respectively. The superior 
trifunctional electrocatalytic performance of the as-obtained CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs can be subject to the synergetic effect between the rich CoFe 
alloy sites and the high-content graphitic N dopants. Theoretical cal-
culations disclose that the existence of graphitic N and CoFe alloy 
cooperatively enhances the formation of oxygen intermediates and H2O 
dissociation, thus greatly improving the intrinsic activity. Interestingly, 
it has been found that the introduction of Co species can help anchor N 
in the carbon matrix and Fe species contribute to the generation of 
graphitic N species in the synthesis of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs, which 
together promote the formation and retention of high content of 
graphitic-N in the final product and lead to an enhancement of elec-
trocatalytic activity. As expected, the assembled liquid Zn-air battery 
exhibits a high-power density of 184 mW cm− 2 and a long-term cycla-
bility for 50 h, and the water electrolyzers just need 1.665 V to deliver a 
current density of 10 mA cm− 2. Furthermore, an open-circuit voltage of 

1.46 V and a high-power density of 125 mW cm− 2 are achieved with the 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-based solid-state Zn-air battery, demonstrating the 
practical applications of the as-prepared catalyst in advanced energy 
storage and conversion devices. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Preparation of C3N4 nanosheets 

In a typical synthesis, C3N4-precursor was synthesized as described 
previously with some modifications [33]. Specifically, 500 mg of mel-
amine was dissolved in a mixed solution containing 320 μL of H3PO4 and 
50 mL of deionized water at 80 ◦C. The obtained solution was then 
transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave and maintained 
at 180 ◦C for 10 h. The mixture was centrifuged and washed for several 
times with deionized water until the solution became neutral, and the 
resulting C3N4-precursor was obtained after drying at 60 ◦C. Subse-
quently, 600 mg of C3N4-precursor was refluxed in a mixed aqueous 
solution containing 5 mL of glycerol and 15 mL of ethanol at 90 ◦C for 3 
h, and then washed by ethanol and dried at 60 ◦C. Finally, the C3N4 
nanosheets can be obtained by annealing the above powder at 500 ◦C for 
2 h with a heating rate of 2 ◦C/min. 

2.2. Preparation of CoFe-MOF/C3N4 nanosheets and CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs 

80 mg of C3N4 nanosheets was dispersed in a mixture of 12 mL of 
HNO3, 20 mL of N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF), 20 mL of deionized 
water and 20 mL of CH3CN, and then 80 mg of Fe(NO3)3∙9H2O, 120 mg 
of Co(CH3COO)2∙4H2O and 50 mg of H2bpydc were added. After soni-
cated for 30 min, the mixture was refluxed at 85 ◦C for 9 h. The as- 
obtained CoFe-MOF/C3N4 nanosheets were washed with deionized 
water and ethanol, and dried at 60 ◦C. Finally, the resulting CoFe-MOF/ 
C3N4 nanosheets sample was annealed in N2 at a certain temperature 
(600, 700 or 800 ◦C) for 2 h with a heating rate of 2 ◦C min− 1 to obtain 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T (T is the calcination temperature). For compari-
son, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (60 mg C3N4) and CoFe@NC/NCHNSs- 
700 (100 mg C3N4) were also prepared under the same experimental 
conditions. 

2.3. Preparation of the Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 

The synthetic process of Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 is similar to that of 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 except the addition of Fe(NO3)3⋅9H2O. 

2.4. Preparation of Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 

The synthetic process of Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 is similar to that of 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 except the addition of Co(CH3COO)2⋅4H2O. 

2.5. Preparation of NC-700 

The synthetic process of NC-700 is similar to that of CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700 except the addition of Co(CH3COO)2⋅4H2O and Fe 
(NO3)3⋅9H2O. 

2.6. Preparation of the CoFe@NC nanohybrids 

The synthetic process of CoFe@NC nanohybrids is similar to that of 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 but without the addition of C3N4 nanosheets. 

2.7. Characterizations 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted on a 
Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation. The mor-
phologies and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) of the 
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samples were examined by the scanning electron microscope (SEM) on a 
Gemini SEM 300 scanning electron microanalyzer with an accelerating 
voltage of 15 kV. The microstructures of the products were further 
characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high- 
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) with a JEM- 
2100 F field-emission TEM at 200 kV. N2 adsorption and desorption 
isotherms were obtained on a surface area and porosimetry analyzer (V- 
Sorb 2800 P) at 77 K. Before tests, all samples were degassed in vacuum 
at 120 ◦C for 4 h. The pore size distribution was calculated based on BJH 
method. The surface compositions of the samples were analyzed with 
the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using an ESCALab MKII X- 
ray photoelectron spectrometer with Mg Kα X-ray as the excitation 
source. Raman spectra were collected on a LabRAM HR Evolution 
Raman spectrometer. The contents of elements in the as-prepared 
sample were determined by inductive coupled plasma atomic emission 
spectrometer (ICP-AES, Leeman Prodigy). Typically, 10 mg of sample 
was digested in a small amount (8 mL) of a mixture of 3:1 v/v conc. 
HNO3:HCl. The acidic solution was diluted to 100 mL ultrapure deion-
ized H2O and analyzed. 

The electrochemical measurements, the computation details and the 
assembly procedure of Zn-air battery and overall water splitting can be 
seen in the supporting information. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characteristics of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs 

The CoFe@NC/NCHNSs were synthesized via a reflux and calcina-
tion strategy, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. In brief, CoFe-MOF 
particles can be easily deposited on the surface of the thin C3N4 nano-
sheets to obtain CoFe-MOF/C3N4 nanosheets by a facile reflux method 
with H2bpydc as organic ligand, as evidenced by the SEM images 
(Fig. S1). The XRD pattern (Fig. S2) reveals that, except for the 

characteristic peak of (002) plane of C3N4, all the other diffraction peaks 
are attributed to CoFe-MOF, manifesting the successful formation of 
CoFe-MOF/C3N4 hybrids and the few-layer nature of C3N4 nanosheets 
[33,34]. In the pyrolysis process in N2 atmosphere, C3N4 nanosheets 
could act as the sacrificial templates and nitrogen sources to further 
converted into N-doped graphitic carbon nanosheets [35,36]. The 
H2bpydc was converted to N-doped carbon shell, meanwhile, the Co and 
Fe ions nodes were reduced to CoFe alloy by carbon or reduced gas 
released by MOF decomposition under pyrolysis process. From the SEM 
images (Fig. S3), it can be seen that the nanosheet structures of CoFe--
MOF/C3N4 are well remained and numerous nanoparticles are firmly 
embedded in the nanosheets of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T. However, direct 
pyrolysis of CoFe-MOF only formed a vast amount of agglomerated CoFe 
alloy particles on the surface of N-doped carbon (CoFe@NC nano-
hybrids), indicating that C3N4 as the sacrificial template is beneficial for 
controlling the sizes and preventing the agglomeration of alloy particles 
(Fig. S4 and Fig. S5). The XRD patterns of the different 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T products show two distinct diffraction peaks 
centered at 44.8◦ and 65.3◦, which are ascribed to the (110) and (200) 
facets of CoFe alloy (JCPDS no. 44-1433), respectively (Fig. S6). 
According to Scherrer equation [37], the average particle 
sizes of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 catalysts are determined to be 13.8, 23.3 and 
29.6 nm, respectively. The Raman spectra of the as-prepared 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T catalysts exhibit three peaks located at ~1350, 
1590, and 2700 cm− 1 corresponding to the D, G, and 2D bands of car-
bon, respectively (Fig. S7). The relatively broad and weak 2D band in-
dicates that alloy nanoparticles are encapsulated by thin layers of 
graphitic carbon [38]. 

TEM (Fig. 2a) images of the as-prepared CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 
catalyst disclose that copious spherical nanoparticles are anchored on 
the nanosheets uniformly. The enlarged TEM image (Fig. 2b) of a few 
nanoparticles clearly reveals a core-shell structure with a well- 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for the synthesis of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs.  
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crystallized core and an ultrathin shell layer. The metal core has the 
lattice spacing of 0.20 nm, corresponding to the (110) plane of CoFe 
alloy, and the shell layer shows the (002) facet of graphitic carbon with 
an interplanar spacing of 0.34 nm (Fig. 2c). In addition, the corre-
sponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (Fig. 2d) 
displays the different diffraction planes of CoFe alloy, which is consis-
tent with the XRD results. Elemental mapping (Fig. 2e–i) further de-
clares that Co and Fe elements are uniformly distributed in the 
nanoparticles, and C and N elements have a homogeneous spatial dis-
tribution throughout the nanosheets, evidencing the successful synthesis 
of N-doped graphitic carbon hybrid nanosheets encapsulated with CoFe 
alloy nanocrystals again. 

The surface chemical states of the as-prepared CoFe@NC/NCHNSs- 
700 catalyst were further investigated by XPS. As revealed by the XPS 
survey spectrum, C, N, O, Co and Fe elements exist in the sample and a 
high N content of 9.88 atom% is achieved (Fig. S8a and Table S1). It 
should be noted that the Fe and Co contents measured by XPS are very 
low, which may because XPS is a surface sensitive technique and is 
inoperative in testing signals of the alloy core, further proving that the 
alloy particles are completely encapsulated by N-doped graphitic car-
bon shells [19]. ICP-AES shows that the contents of Co and Fe in 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 are about 32.7 % and 27.8 %, respectively, 
corresponding to an atom ratio of about 1:1. And this result is 
consistent with that of XRD. The N 1s XPS spectrum (Fig. S8b) can be 
deconvoluted into four main peaks at 398.6, 399.5, 401.0 and 402.5 
eV, which are attributed to the pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, graphitic N and 

quaternary N, respectively [39]. The pyridinic N at 398.6 eV indicates 
the existence of metal-N bond [40]. The high-resolution Co 2p3/2 and 
Co 2p1/2 spectra can be fitted with two components corresponding to 
Co◦ and Co-N (Fig. S8c). The two main peaks observed at 796.7 and 
780.7 eV with shakeup satellite peaks at 802.7 and 786.0 eV are 
assigned to the high-valence Co, which provide the evidence of Co-N 
species [40]. Similarly, the two peaks at 707.4 and 720.1 eV in Fe 
2p XPS spectrum are attributed to metallic Fe◦ (Fig. S8d). Two peaks 
located at 724.9 and 711.3 eV are derived from the binding energies of 
Fe 2p1/2 and Fe 2p3/2 with satellite peaks located at 733.0 and 715.8 
eV, respectively, implying the existence of Fe-N species [40,41]. The 
existence of Co-N and Fe-N bonds suggests the strong interactions 
between CoFe alloy nanoparticles and N-doped graphitic carbon 
layers, which is consistent with the HRTEM results. The effect amount 
of C3N4 on the nitrogen content of the final samples are displayed in 
Fig. S9 and Table S1. The results show that the N content increases 
from 7.46 atom% to 10.81 atom% with the increase of the quantity of 
the C3N4 from 60 mg to 100 mg. N2 adsorption/desorption tests were 
further used to investigate the pore structures of the samples 
(Fig. S10a). CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 exhibit the specific surface area of 184.0 m2 

g− 1, 218.2 m2 g− 1 and 161.5 m2 g− 1, respectively. Additionally, the 
specific surface area of the micropores for CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 are 8.8 m2 g− 1, 
2.8 m2 g− 1 and 8.7 m2 g− 1, respectively, indicating the 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T catalysts mainly contain mesopores. The pore 

Fig. 2. (a-b) TEM images, (c) HRTEM image, (d) the corresponding SAED pattern and (e) STEM image of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst, and the resulting 
elemental mapping images of (f) Co, (g) Fe, (h) C and (i) N elements. 
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size distribution curves reveal that the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 shows 
the mesopores centered at 3.8 nm and 7.7 nm (Fig. S10b). Besides, 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 shows the mesopores centered at 3.7 nm and 
6.5 nm, and the mesopores in CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 are centered at 
3.8 nm and 9.6 nm, demonstrating the similar mesoporous structure in 
the as-prepared CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T samples. The average pore 
sizes of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 are 10.1 nm, 12.6 nm, 11.6 nm, respectively. 
The mesoporous structure together with large specific surface area of 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 is beneficial for exposing more active sites, 
and facilitating ion diffusion, which enhances the electrochemical 
performance [42,43]. 

3.2. Electrocatalytic performance towards ORR, OER and HER 

The ORR catalytic activity of the as-prepared alloy samples was 
evaluated using a three-electrode configuration in an O2-saturated 0.1 M 
KOH electrolyte solution. The characteristic oxygen reduction peak 
under the O2-saturated condition was observed in the cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) curve in comparison with that of the N2-saturated 
solution, implying apparent electrocatalytic ORR activity (Fig. S11). 
Fig. S12a shows the effect of C3N4 on the ORR performance, and the 
optimal input amount is 80 mg (Fig. S12a). In particular, the ORR ac-
tivity is CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 > CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 >

CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 > CoFe@NC nanohybrids (Figs. 3a and S12b). 

The CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 exhibits an onset potential (Eonset) of 1.175 
V, which is superior to CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 (1.17 V), CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-800 (1.165 V) and CoFe@NC nanohybrids (1.09 V) [44,45]. 
The E1/2 of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 is 0.92 V (Fig. 3b), which is 80 mV 
higher than that of Pt/C (0.84 V), and among the highest performances 
of carbon-based electrocatalysts reported to date (Table S2). Moreover, 
the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst shows a much lower value of 121 
mV dec− 1 for Tafel slope CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 (124 mV dec− 1) and 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 (128 mV dec− 1), indicating the more favorable 
kinetics toward ORR (Fig. S13). Rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) 
results (Fig. S14) show that the H2O2 yields for CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 
are below 1.2 % at the potential ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 V and the values 
for electron transfer numbers (n) calculated are between 3.92 and 4.00. 
These results are consistent with the Koutecky-Levich (K–L) plot ob-
tained from the recorded LSV curves at various rotation rates range from 
400 to 2500 rpm (Fig. S15), further verifying a four-electron ORR 
pathway. Moreover, the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst also exhibits 
super immunity to methanol crossover (Fig. S16) and excellent dura-
bility with 96 % current density retention after 10 h continuous chro-
noamperometric test, which is superior to Pt/C catalyst with only 62 % 
current density retention (Fig. 3c). The slight decrease during the 
long-term stability test may be ascribed to some side reactions such as 
the reaction of alkaline electrolytes and CO2 in air to produce insoluble 
carbonate salts, which irreversibly consume the electrolyte, and may 
physically clog the catalyst [46]. The N 1s, Co 2p and Fe 2p XPS spectra 

Fig. 3. The ORR, OER, and HER performances of the as-prepared CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 catalysts. (a) ORR LSV 
curves of the different catalysts in 0.1 M KOH, (b) comparison of E1/2 and jK, (c) ORR stability test of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and Pt/C, (d) OER LSV plots in 1.0 
M KOH, (e) OER Tafel plots, (f) OER stability test of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and RuO2, (g) HER LSV plots in 1.0 M KOH, (h) HER Tafel plots, and (i) HER stability 
test of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and Pt/C. 
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of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 after stability test show similar components 
compared to the original catalyst, evidencing the excellent stability of 
the as-obtained catalyst (Fig. S17). These results clearly demonstrate 
that the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst possesses the eminent activity, 
remarkable stability and high selectivity toward the ORR in alkaline 
media. 

The electrochemical properties of the different CoFe@NC/NCHNSs- 
T catalysts toward OER and HER are further examined in 1 M KOH 
electrolyte. Similar to the ORR results, the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 
catalyst also exhibits the best OER activity among all the samples and 
shows an overpotential of 285 mV at the current density of 10 mA cm− 2, 
which is 4, 10, 112, and 11 mV lower than those of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs- 
600, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800, CoFe@NC nanohybrids and RuO2 cata-
lysts, respectively (Figs. 3d, S18a and S18b). The value is also compa-
rable or even better than many other recently reported electrocatalysts 
(Table S3). Moreover, the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst shows a 
much lower value of 39 mV dec− 1 for Tafel slope in comparison with the 
other CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T samples, indicating more favorable kinetics 
toward OER (Fig. 3e). In addition, the Nyquist plot (Fig. S19) of 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst shows the smallest charge transfer 
resistance (Rct) among all the samples, demonstrating the fastest charge 
transfer kinetics [47]. Furthermore, the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 sample 
exhibits a better long-term stability for 30 h than RuO2 (Fig. 3f). The 
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves reveal that 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst exhibits a better HER activity than 
those of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 (150 mV), CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 
(185 mV) and other samples obtained with 60 mg and 100 mg C3N4, 
achieving a current density of 10 mA cm− 2 at low overpotential of only 
120 mV (Figs. 3g, S20a and S20b). The performance is comparable or 
even better than many other recently reported HER electrocatalysts 
(Table S4). Moreover, the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst also has a 

lower value for Tafel slope (144 mV dec− 1) compared to 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 (175 mV dec− 1) and CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 
(194 mV dec− 1) products (Fig. 3h). The Nyquist plots show a notice-
ably smaller Rct for the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (Fig. S21), suggesting 
more accelerated kinetics for HER. The double layer capacitance (Cdl) 
values of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700, and 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 are 2.19 m F cm− 2, 2.89 m F cm− 2 and 1.92 m F 
cm− 2 (Fig. S22), indicating a higher electrochemical active surface area 
for the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700. Additionally, the 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst could maintain 30 h for holding the 
current density of 10 mA cm− 2, revealing the excellent stability for HER 
(Fig. 3i). 

3.3. The role of the N doping 

To better understand the origin of the high activity of the CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700 sample, especially the role of the N doping, the species of N 
dopants in the as-prepared CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-T samples were inves-
tigated by XPS. The contents of N in the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700, and CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 samples are 
10.93, 9.88, and 4.34 atom%, respectively (Fig. 4a and Table S1). The 
high-resolution N1 s XPS spectra of the catalysts are deconvoluted into 
four peaks that are assigned to pyridinic N (398.6 eV), pyrrolic N (399.5 
eV), graphitic N (401.0 eV) and quaternary N (402.5 eV), respectively 
(Fig. 4b-d). It has been found that pyridinic N and graphitic N are the 
dominating N components in all samples. Moreover, the contents of 
graphitic N in the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 
samples are 27.97 % and 35.90 %, respectively, which are higher than 
that of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 (14.56 %). Therefore, although the 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 catalyst possesses the highest N content among 
the samples, the inferior electrocatalytic activity may be due to the 

Fig. 4. (a) The XPS survey spectra of the as-prepared CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 samples, and N 1s XPS spectra of 
the as-prepared (b) CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600, (c) CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 and (d) CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-800 catalysts. 
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absence of a high degree of graphitic N. Hence, it can be concluded that 
the high content of graphitic N is responsible for the superior trifunc-
tional electrocatalytic activity of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700. 

3.4. The effects of Co and Fe metals 

Furthermore, to disclose the effects of different metals on the elec-
trochemical properties of the catalysts, another three samples of N- 
doped carbon hybrid nanosheets with Co or Fe nanoparticles encapsu-
lated in N-doped graphitic carbon (Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 and Fe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700 catalysts), and N-doped carbon material (NC-700) were 
prepared for comparison. The SEM images of the as-prepared Co@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700 and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 samples reveal that numerous 
nanoparticles are firmly anchored on the nanosheets (Fig. S23). The XRD 
patterns of the Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 samples 
exhibit the characteristic diffraction peaks of metallic Co (JCPDS no. 15- 
0806) and Fe (JCPDS no. 87-0722) phases, respectively (Fig. S24). The 
existence of the small peaks for Fe3O4 may be ascribed to the partial 
oxidation of the Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 product. The chemical states of 
the two samples are measured by XPS. The Co 2p XPS spectrum of 
Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 demonstrates the existence of Co◦ and Co-N spe-
cies, and the Fe 2p XPS spectrum of Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (Fig. S26) is 
ascribed to Fe◦ and Fe-N bonds, which consist well with those of 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (Figs. S25 and S26). However, the N contents of 
the Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700, and NC-700 cata-
lysts are 9.28, 5.82 and 5.96 atom%, respectively (Table S1), which 
implies that the introduction of Co is beneficial to enhance the ability of 
fixing N during pyrolysis. Apart from the total N content, the presence of 
different metals (Co and Fe) affects the incorporation of different types 
of N dopants. The high-resolution N 1s XPS spectra (Fig. S27) reveal that 
the Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst possesses a higher content of 
graphitic N (29.97 %) than those of the Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 (17.68 %) 
and NC-700 (16.95 %), manifesting that Fe favors the formation of 
graphitic N during high-temperature treatment. Therefore, CoFe bimetal 
is optimal to regulate the formation and retention of high content of 
graphitic N in the final catalysts. 

Fig. S28 displays the LSV curves of the as-obtained CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700, Co@NC/NCHNSs-700, Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700, NC-700 
catalysts for the ORR, OER and HER, and the order of the three cata-
lytic properties is completely consistent, namely, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs- 
700＞Co@NC/NCHNSs-700＞Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700＞NC-700. The 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 sample has a higher ORR activity with more 
positive half-wave potential of 0.92 V than Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 (0.87 
V) and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (0.86 V). In addition, the CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700 exhibits lower overpotential of 285 mV than those of 
Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 (310 mV) and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (320 mV), 
and much lower HER overpotential of 120 mV than those of the 
Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 (186 mV) and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (227 mV) at 
10 mA cm− 2, demonstrating the superiority of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700. 
Moreover, the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst shows the smallest Rct 
and the largest electrochemical surface area among the CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700, Co@NC/NCHNSs-700, Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalysts, 
demonstrating an enhanced catalytic activity (Figs. S29–31). To elimi-
nate the influence of the capacitance effect during the test, the intrinsic 
OER and HER activities of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700, Co@NC/NCHNSs- 
700 and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 samples are compared by normalizing 
the OER and HER polarization curves of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700, 
Co@NC/NCHNSs-700 and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 to the electro-
chemical surface area. As shown in Fig. S32, CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 
catalyst exhibits superior OER and HER activities to those of Co@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700 and Fe@NC/NCHNSs-700 samples (Fig. S32). The supe-
rior performance of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 sample may accredit 
the synergetic effect between CoFe alloy and the high-content graphitic 
N dopants. Acid etching treatment was then carried out to investigate 
the effect of CoFe alloy on the performance of the CoFe@NC/NC HNSs- 
700 catalyst. The SEM image and the corresponding EDX show that CoFe 

alloy nanoparticles were removed a lot (Figs. S33 and S34). The 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst after acid etching exhibits inferior 
ORR, OER and HER activity (Fig. S35) compared to the original sample, 
verifying that CoFe alloys are beneficial to the excellent trifunctional 
electrocatalytic activity of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700. Based on the 
above discussion, we can conclude that the introduction of Co species 
can help anchor N in the carbon matrix and Fe species contribute to the 
generation of graphitic N species in the synthesis of the CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700, which together promote the formation and retention of 
high content of graphitic N in the catalyst. Besides, the prominent ORR, 
OER and HER trifunctional performances of the as-prepared CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-700 catalyst are attributed to the synergetic interactions be-
tween the rich CoFe alloy sites and the high-content graphitic N dopants. 

3.5. DFT calculations 

To have an in-depth understanding of the synergetic effect between 
CoFe alloy and graphitic N, DFT calculations were employed to inves-
tigate the crucial effects of graphitic N doped at carbon sites encapsu-
lating on CoFe alloy nanoparticles for enhancing ORR, OER and HER 
processes. As shown in Figs. 5 and S36, we computed the binding energy 
of intermediates and reaction free energy path for ORR on N doped 
carbon sheet above CoFe (001) substrate of three different doping types 
(CoFe/graphitic N-C, CoFe/pyridinic N-C and CoFe/pyrrolic N-C), as 
well as that on the graphitic N doped carbon sheet without CoFe sub-
strate (graphitic N-C). Intermediates in ORR (O*, OH* and OOH*) bound 
much stronger on CoFe/graphitic N-C than that on CoFe/pyridinic N-C, 
CoFe/pyrrolic N-C or graphitic N-C without CoFe substrate. It means 
that both the specific configuration of N doping (that is, graphitic N-C) 
and presence of CoFe alloy substrate contribute to promoting the 
binding strength of intermediate oxygen species [48]. The free energy 
diagram in Fig. 5c and the corresponding free energy change (△G) in 
Table S5 show that for computed reaction free energy pathway on all 
four surfaces, the first step of ORR to form OOH* from O2 is most uphill 
in energy profile. With the strengthened binding of OOH* on CoFe/-
graphitic N-C, the free energy barrier of the rate determining ORR 
elementary step is most reconciled [49–51]. Therefore, a synergetic 
promotion of CoFe substrate and graphitic N doping in CoFe/graphitic 
N-C lead to the most preferred free energy pathway for ORR. We also 
calculated the adsorption free energies of the oxygen intermediates, 
including OOH*, O* and OH* on graphitic N-C, CoFe/graphitic N-C, 
CoFe/pyridinic N-C and CoFe/pyrrolic N-C involved in OER at different 
C sites in a model. All the free energy values for the formation of 
different intermediates are positive in the OER reaction direction and 
the rate-determining step of OER is the formation of OOH* intermediate 
(Fig. S37). The CoFe/graphitic N-C exhibits the lowest adsorption en-
ergy of OOH* intermediate, demonstrating the most preferred OER free 
energy pathway caused by a synergetic promotion of CoFe substrate and 
graphitic N doping in CoFe/graphitic N-C (Fig. S38a). Furthermore, the 
binding energy of intermediates and reaction free energy path for HER 
including H2O*, OH* and H* on CoFe/graphitic N-C, CoFe/pyridinic 
N-C and CoFe/pyrrolic N-C, as well as graphitic N-C are shown in 
Fig. S39. The standard free energy profiles from H2O molecule adsorp-
tion to H2 desorption on different surfaces are plotted in Fig. S38b. The 
reaction free energy of H2O dissociation on CoFe/graphitic N-C is much 
lower compared to those on CoFe/pyridinic N-C and CoFe/pyrrolic N-C 
surfaces, verifying that CoFe/graphitic N-C is much more favorable for 
H2O dissociation. Based on the experimental and DFT results, we can 
conclude that the superior trifunctional performance of the 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 is due to the synergetic effect between the rich 
CoFe alloy sites and the high-content graphitic-N dopants. 

3.6. Zn-air batteries and overall water splitting 

Owing to the impressively trifunctional electrocatalytic activity of 
the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 for ORR, OER, and HER, a rechargeable Zn- 
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air battery and a water splitting system- were subsequently built to 
evaluate their ability for practical application. The potential difference 
between ORR and OER was first utilized to evaluate the bifunctional 
catalytic activities of the samples (△E = Ej=10 - E1/2, where the OER 
potential at 10 mA cm− 2 is defined as Ej=10). CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 
exhibits a smaller △E of 0.60 V than the benchmark catalyst Pt/C 
coupled with RuO2 (Fig. S40), demonstrating a superior bifunctionality. 
The assembled liquid Zn-air battery (Fig. 6a) with CoFe@NC/NCHNSs- 
700 exhibits an open-circuit voltage of 1.49 V, which is higher than 
those assembled with the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-600 (1.47 V), CoFe@NC/ 
NCHNSs-800 catalysts (1.45 V) and Pt/C-RuO2 (1.45 V) (Figs. 6b and 
S41). In addition, a maximum power density of 184 mW cm− 2 at 260 mA 
cm− 2 is achieved for the device, which value greatly exceeds that 
recently reported highly active materials (Table S6). Furthermore, a 
specific capacity of 774.08 mA h gZn

− 1 and a high energy density of 998.52 
W h kgZn

− 1 are achieved with CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 based liquid Zn-air 
battery at 10 mA cm− 2 (Fig. S42). The stable voltage plateau in the 
galvanostatic discharging-charging curve can be maintained well for 50 
h at a current density of 5 mA cm− 2, representing its excellent long-term 
durability (Fig. 6c). To further explore their applications in flexible and 
portable electronic devices, a homemade solid-state Zn-air battery was 
assembled with a Zn foil as the anode, a carbon paper supported the 

CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 as the cathode, and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/ 
KOH/Zn(OAc)2 hydrogel as the solid-state electrolyte. The solid-state 
Zn-air battery exhibits an open-circuit voltage of 1.46 V (Fig. 6d) and 
an ultrahigh power density of 125 mW cm− 2 (Fig. 6e). Besides, two 
solid-state Zn-air batteries connected in series can easily power the red 
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) (inset of Fig. 6d). Moreover, there was little 
change in charging-discharging voltage gap after the 20 h cycling test at 
the current density of 5 mA cm− 2 (Fig. 6f), indicating robust stability of 
the solid-state Zn-air battery. In view of the prominent OER and HER 
activities and high stabilities, the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 electrodes are 
then used as both anode and cathode for an alkaline water electrolyzer 
(Fig. 6g). As shown in Fig. 6h, the water electrolyzer only needs 1.665 V 
to deliver a current density of 10 mA cm− 2, which is comparable to the 
best trifunctional catalyst-based water splitting systems ever reported 
works [52–55]. The gas evolution rate of H2 is nearly twofold of that of 
O2 with Faradic efficiency of 96.8 % at a stable current density of 20 mA 
cm− 2 during the test of water splitting (Fig. S43). Additionally, good 
long-time stability with unobvious current loss is achieved during 30 h 
continuous water electrolysis (Fig. 6i). All these results demonstrate the 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 catalyst holds bright prospect in energy con-
version and storage fields. 

Fig. 5. (a) The adsorption configuration of oxygen intermediates (OOH*, O* and OH*) on CoFe/graphitic N-C. (b) Binding energy of oxygen intermediates on 
graphitic N-C, CoFe/graphitic N-C, CoFe/pyridinic N-C and CoFe/pyrrolic N-C (c) Reaction free energy diagram for ORR processes on the different models. 
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4. Conclusion 

In summary, we have developed a facile strategy to fabricate an 
efficient trifunctional CoFe@NC/NCHNSs electrocatalyst for ORR, OER 
and HER. Experimental results and DFT calculations disclose that the 
superior trifunctional electrocatalytic activity of the as-prepared 
CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 is due to the synergetic effect between the 
rich CoFe alloy sites and the high-content graphitic N dopants, and the 
introduction of Co species can help anchor N in the carbon matrix and Fe 
species contribute to the generation of graphitic N species in the syn-
thesis of CoFe@NC/NCHNSs, which together promote the formation and 
retention of high content of graphitic-N in the catalyst and boost the 
electroactivity. The exceptionally high activity and durability for ORR, 
OER and HER further entitle the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 as a promising 
candidate for Zn-air batteries and overall water splitting, which pave the 
way to high-performance and cost-effective energy storage and con-
version devices. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic diagram of liquid Zn-air battery, (b) Polarization curves and power density of the liquid Zn-air battery based on CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700, (c) 
Discharge-charge cycling curves of the liquid Zn-air battery based on CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 at a current density of 5 mA cm− 2, (d) Open circuit plot of the solid- 
state Zn-air battery based on the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs-700 (inset: the digital photo of LEDs powered by two solid-state Zn-air batteries connected in series), (e) 
Discharge polarization curves and power density of the solid-state Zn-air battery, (f) Galvanostatic charge-discharge plot of the solid-state Zn-air battery, (g) 
Schematic diagram of an electrolyzer for water splitting, (h) Polarization curves for overall water splitting, (i) Water splitting stability test of the CoFe@NC/NCHNSs- 
700 electrode. 
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